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The classical Kramer sampling theorem provides a method for obtaining 
orthogonal sampling formulas. In particular, when the involved kernel is 
analytic in the sampling parameter it can be stated in an abstract setting of 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of entire functions which includes as a 
particular case the classical Shannon sampling theory. This abstract setting 
allows us to obtain a sort of converse result and to characterize when the 
sampling formula associated with an analytic Kramer kernel can be 
expressed as a Lagrange-type interpolation series. On the other hand, the 
de Branges spaces of entire functions satisfy orthogonal sampling formulas 
which can be written as Lagrange-type interpolation series. In this work 
some links between all these ideas are established. 
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1. Statement of the problem 

The classical Kramer sampling theorem provides a method for obtaining orthogonal 
sampling theorems [1,2,3]. The statement of this general result is as follows. Let Kbe 
a complex function defined on D x /, where le U. is an interval and D is an open 
subset of IR, and such that for every teD the sections K(-, i) are in C2(I). Assume 
that there exists a sequence of distinct real numbers {tn} <ZD, indexed by integers, 
such that {K(x, tn)} is a complete orthogonal sequence of functions for C2(I). 
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Then for any F of the form 

l 
here fe C2(I), we have 

ith 

m = Jim V F(tn)Sn(t), 

¡,K{x,t)K{x,tn)áx 

F(t)= f(x)K(x,t)dx, teD, (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The series in (2) converges absolutely and uniformly on subsets of D where 
||^(-,OII,c2(/) is bounded. 

The Kramer theorem has played a very significant role in sampling theory, 
interpolation theory, signal analysis and so forth (see the survey articles [4,5]). 
Besides, it has been the cornerstone for a significant amount of mathematical 
literature on the topic of sampling theorems associated with differential or difference 
problems which has flourished for the past few years. As for a small but significant 
selection of examples see, for instance [1,6,3] and references therein. 

líD is an open subset of C, which is our assumption from now on, a possibility of 
considering kernels analytic in the sampling parameter t appears (see [7] for 
implementation of this idea). líD is just the whole of C, any function Fdefinedby (1) 
is an entire function, as are all the sampling functions (3). This gives rise to the 
consideration of analytic Kramer kernels; for a complete meaning see Definition 2.2. 

The abstract versión of the analytic Kramer sampling theorem consists in 
replacing the space C2(l) by an arbitrary separable complex Hilbert space, say H. 
A given H-valued function K defined on C, for each xeH, which plays a role of the 
Kramer kernel, gives rise to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS in short) HK 
within which the sampling is performed. A little bit more,1 assuming the existence of 
two sequences {Zn}^ in C and {anY^=l in C \ {0} such that K(zn) = anxn for each 
neM, the analytic Kramer theorem in its abstract versión says there is a sequence 
{Sn}^L\ C HK of sampling functions such that 

/(z) = £ / ( z „ ) ^ , «C. (4) 
n=\ n 

Regarding formula (4) some challenging problems arise. The first one is to decide 
when a pointwise convergent sampling formula in HK as (4) comes out from a 
Kramer kernel (Section 2.3). The second one is to give a necessary and sufficient 
condition to ensure that the corresponding sampling formula can be written as a 
Lagrange-type interpolation series. The latter is not always true as a counterexample 
in Section 2.5 will show. Roughly speaking, the aforesaid necessary and sufficient 
condition concerns the stability of functions to belong to the space HK on removing a 
finite number of zeros (see Section 2.5 infra). The third one is to decide when a space 
Tí^is a de Branges one (see Section 3 for details on these spaces). These spaces can be 
seen as particular cases of HK spaces where orthogonal sampling formulas exist that 



can be expressed as Lagrange-type interpolation series. All these steps will be carried 
out throughout the remaining sections. 

2. Analytic Kramer sampling theory within the space 7íK 

Throughout this article (•, —) followed by a subscript indicating the Hilbert space in 
question stands always for an inner product. 

2.1. More on the space TLK 

Suppose we are given a separable complex Hilbert space and an abstract kernel K 
which is nothing but a H-valued function on C. Setfx(z) := (K(z), x)H and denote by 
HK the collection of all such functions fx, xeH. It is an RKHS coming from the 
transforms2 K(z), z e C , and corresponding to the kernel (z,w) H-> (K(z),K(w))H. 
Note that the mapping T given by 

H3x^fxeHK (5) 

is an antilinear mapping from H onto HK- It is injective if and only if the set 
{K(z)}zeC is complete in H. In particular, if there exists a sequence {ZnJ^j in C such 
that {^(zn)}^) is a Riesz basis for H, then T is an anti-linear isometry from H onto 
HK- Recall that a Riesz basis in a separable Hilbert space H is the image of an 
orthonormal basis by means of a boundedly invertible operator. Any Riesz basis 
ixn}T=i n a s a u n i q u e biorthonormal (dual) Riesz basis {y„}^Li, i.e. (xn, ym)H = &n,m, 
such that the expansions 

oo oo 

x = / j\X7yn)HXn = 2_^,(X,Xn)nyn 
n=\ n=\ 

hold for every xeH (see [8] for more details and proofs). 
The convergence in the norm ||-||WiC implies pointwise convergence which is 

uniform on those subsets of C where the function z H-> | |^(Z) | |W is bounded. 
Like in the classical case the following result holds: HK is an RKHS of entire 

functions if and only if the kernel K is analytic in C [9, p. 266]. Another 
characterization of the analyticity of the functions in HK is given in terms of Riesz 
bases. Suppose that a Riesz basis {XnJ^j for H is given and let {y„}^Li be its dual 
Riesz basis; expanding K(z), where z e C is fixed in this basis we obtain 

oo 

K(z) = ^2(K(z),yn)n
 xn, 

n=\ 

where the coeffícients (K(z),yn)H as functions in z are in HK- The following result 
holds. 

LEMMA 2.1 Let {Xnj^L^ and {jvJ^Li be a pair of dual Riesz bases for H. Then, HK is 
an RKHS of entire functions if and only if all the functions 

Sn(z):={K(z),yn)H, z e C (6) 

are entire and ||A"(-)||W is bounded on compact sets ofC 



Proof The necessary condition is obvious. The sufficient condition is a 
straightforward consequence of Montel's theorem. Indeed, K will be analytic in C 
if and only if the function/(z):= (K(z), x)H is analytic in C for each xeH. By using 
the continuity of the inner product we get 

Í oo \ oo 

^Sn(z)xn,x\ =^2sn(z){xn,x)H. (7) 
n=\ I yi n=\ 

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get N 2 / JV \ / JV \ oo 

n=\ ^ n=\ ' ^ n=\ ' n=\ 

2 ii n2 
" "X\\ . 

The Riesz basis condition implies that there exist two constants 0 < A < B such that 
AWKiz)^ < Y^7=i \Sn(z)\2 < B\\K(z)\\n. As a consequence, the partial sums in the 
series of (7) are uniformly bounded on compact sets of C. Consequently, Montel's 
theorem assures the existence of a subsequence which will converge to an entire 
function which necessarily coincides with/. Henee,/ is an entire function. • 

2.2. Sampling in the space TLK 

Consider the data 

I d e C and K}„°°=i e C \ {0}. (8) 

Definition 2.2 An analytic kernel K: C —>• H is said to be an analytic Kramer kernel 
(with respect to the data (8)) if it satisfies K(zn) = anxn, n e N, for some Riesz basis 
ixn}T=\ °f ^ - ^ sequence {S„}^=1 of functions in HK is said to be have the 
interpolation property (with respect to the data (8)) if 

An analytic kernel is an analytic Kramer one if and only if the sequence of 
functions {Sn}^Lx in HK 

given by (6), where {jn}^.] is the dual Riesz basis of {xn}^L^, 
has the interpolation property with respect to the same data (8). 

Under the notation introduced so far the following abstract versión of the 
classical Kramer sampling theorem sampling [2] holds (see also [10]): 
THEOREM 2.3 Let K : C^H be an analytic Kramer kernel, and assume that the 
interpolation property (9) holds for some sequences {zn}^=\ in C and {anj^L^ in C \ {0}. 
Let HK be the corresponding RKHS of entire functions. Then any fe HK can be 
recovered from its samples {/(z«)}^Li by means of the sampling series 

/ ( z) = ¿ / ( z „ ) ^ , zeC. (10) 
«=i " 

This series converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets ofC 

Proof First notice that lim^oo \zn\ = +oo; otherwise the sequence {Zn}^ contains a 
bounded subsequence and henee, the entire function Sn = 0 for all neN which 



contradicts (9). The anti-linear mapping T given by (5) is a bijective isometry 
between H and HK- AS a consequence, the functions {S„ = T(yn)}^L\ form a Riesz 
basis for HK, let {Tn}^L\ be its dual Riesz basis. Expanding a n y / e H^in this basis we 
obtain 

oo 

/(z) = ^</,r„>^„(z). 
«=i 

Moreover, 

7 r- IK(Z„) \ f(Z„) 
(f,T„)nK=(x,xn)n = l——,x)=——. (11) 

\ n I Ti n 

Since a Riesz basis is an unconditional basis, the sampling series will be pointwise 
unconditionally convergent and henee, absolutely convergent. The uniform 
convergence is a standard result in the setting of the RKHS theory since 
z H-> ||^(z)||w is bounded on compact subsets of C. • 

Riesz bases theory assures the existence of two constants 0 < A < B such that 

oo 

A\\f\\2
HK < J2 \f{zn)/an\

2 < B\\f\\2
HK for aüfeHK. 

n=\ 

In the case that the Riesz basis {x„}^=l is an orthonormal one we say that (10) is an 
orthogonal sampling formula. 

2.3. A converse result 

An interesting converse problem is to decide when a sampling formula as (10), 
pointwise convergent in HK, implies the Kramer kernel condition for K. 
From formula (10) in Theorem 2.3 we derive that 

• the sequence {f(zn)/a„}'^)_l belongs to t2(N) for a n y / e HK, and 
• T,T=i UnSn{z) = 0 for alfz e C and {a„}~ i e l2(N) implies that an = 0 for all 

neN, due to the uniqueness of a Riesz basis expansión in the RKHS HK-

It is worth pointing out that these two conditions are also sufficient to prove that 
K is an (analytic) Kramer kernel. For a proof see [11] under minor changes. 

2.4. Existence of analytic Kramer kernels 

As it was proved in [12], associated with an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers 
izn}^L\ s u c n that lim^oo \zn\ = +oo, there exists an analytic Kramer kernel. Indeed, 
given the sequence {z„}^=l, consider a sequence {a„}^=l in C \ {0} such that 
12Zn^o \an/z„\2 < oo (set ak= 1 in the case zk = Q). Now, let P be an entire function 
having only simple zeros at {z„}^lj; this is allowed by the theorem of Weierstrass 
[8, p. 54]. In a separable Hilbert space H with dual Riesz bases {XnJ^j and {y„}^Li 



define the mapping K:<C—*H as: 

K(z):=J2j^xneH, 
n=\ " 

where the convergence oí the series is in the norm oí H. Then K defines an analytic 
Kramer kernel and the sampling formula for each/ in the corresponding RKHS HK 
reads as 

00 P(z\ 

The entire functions Sn(z) = anP(z)/(z — zn) = (K(z),yn)H, neN, satisfy the interpola-
tion condition Sn(zm) = amP'(zm)Sntm. In addition, the function ZH> | |^(Z) | |W is 
uniformly bounded on compact subsets of C. The Riesz basis condition on {y„}^ 
gives the existence of a constant A such that 

\\K(z)\\2
H < AJ2 

n=\ 

a„P(z) 2 

eC, 

and the series is uniformly bounded on compact subsets [12]. Thus, K defines an 
analytic Kramer kernel. As a consequence, Theorem 2.3 assures that any function 
fe HK can be recovered from its samples {f(zn)}%i by means of the Lagrange-type 
interpolation formula 

2.5. Lagrange-type interpolation series 

A more difficult question concerns whether the sampling expansión (10) can be 
written, in general, as a Lagrange-type interpolation series as in (12). As it was 
proved in [12] for the case where {x„}^=l in Definition 2.2 is an orthonormal basis for 
H, a necessary and suficient condition involves the following algebraic property. 

Definition 2.4 A space H of entire functions has the zero-removing property 
(ZR property hereafter) if for any function geH and any zero w of g the function 
g(z)/(z — w) belongs to H. 

_ The Paley-Wiener space PWna := {fe C2(M) n C(M), s u p p / c [-na,na]}, where 
/s tands for the Fourier transform of/ clearly satisfíes the ZR property. Indeed, the 
Whittaker-Shannon-Kotel'nikov sampling formula for fePWm (cf. [3, p. 16]), 

/ (*)= y / í l ) ^ 2 - ^ , zeC, 
¿ ^ U / Ttiaz - n) 

can be written as a Lagrange-type interpolation series by taking P(z) = (sin naz)/n. 
Without using Theorem 2.5, the ZR property follows from the characterization 
of PWm which uses the classical Paley-Wiener Theorem [8, p. 101], i.e. 
PWm = {feH(C): \f(z)\ <Aem^,f\ueC2(M)}. 



On the other hand, it is easy to construct analytic Kramer kernels K such that the 
corresponding spaces HK do not satisfy the ZR property. Indeed, let 
K:C^ C2[—7t,7t] be the kernel defined by [K(z)](x) :=-j=eízx. It is an analytic 
Kramer kernel and its Taylor series around z = 0 is given by [K(z)](x) = 
J2kLo(ix)kz2k/k" Henee, the Taylor series oí any function/(z) = (K(z),F)¿2í_7r>7r-i in 
HK, where Fe C2[—7t, n] is of the form 

oo 

where ck = {(ix)k,F), i.e. / is an even function. Let G be a nonzero function in 
C2[—7t, n] such that f7^ G = 0. The function G is orthogonal to K(0), and 
consequently, the entire function g(z) = (K(z), G )c\—n,Tt\ verifies g(0) = 0. We have 

— =ES z 2 ^' where ck = ((bcf,G). 
z k=oK-

Clearly, the entire function g(z)/z does not belong to HK and therefore, the space HK 
does not satisfy the ZR property. 

For the case of analytic Kramer kernels K one can find a necessary and sufficient 
condition assuring when the corresponding spaces HK satisfy the ZR property. 

THEOREM 2.5 Let HK be an RKHS of entire function obtained from an analytic 
Kramer kernel K with résped to the sequence {z, ,}^ C C. Then, the sampling formula 
(10) for HK can be written as a Lagrange-type interpolation series if and only if the 
space HK satisfies the ZR property. 

The proof follows the same steps, with only minor changes, as those 
in [12, Theorem 3.3] for analytic orthogonal Kramer kernels. 

3. Sampling in de Branges spaces 
Paley-Wiener spaces can be seen as special cases of a more general theory of Hilbert 
spaces of entire functions due to de Branges. We start this section by giving some 
preliminaries on de Branges spaces needed in the sequel [13, p. 50] (see also [14]). 
For an entire function/define the function/* as 

f(z):=W), «C. (13) 

Definition 3.1 Let E be an entire function verifying \E(x — iy)\ < \E(x + '\y)\ for all 
y > 0. The de Branges space H(E) is the set of all entire functions F such that 

and such that both ratios F/E and F*/E, where F* is defined by (13), are of bounded 
type and of non-positive mean type in the upper half-plane. 

The structure function or de Branges function E has no zeros in the upper half 
plañe. A de Branges function E is said to be strict if it has no zeros on the real axis. 
We require that F/E and F*\E be of bounded type and nonpositive mean type in C+ . 



A function is of bounded type if it can be written as a quotient of two bounded 
analytic functions in C + and it is of nonpositive mean type if it grows no faster than 
eBy for each e > 0 as y^ oo on the positive imaginary axis {iy:y>0}. A de Branges 
space H(E) such that i? is a strict de Branges function satisfies the ZR property 
[13, p. 52]. 

Any de Branges function E can be written as E(z) = A(z) — iB(z), where A and B 
are entire functions given by 

A(z) = l- (E(z) + E*(z)), B(z) = i (E(z) - E*(z)). 

The functions A and B have only real zeros, and these zeros interlace. If i? has no real 
zeros, then all the zeros are simple zeros. 

The Paley-Wiener space PWm corresponds to the de Branges space %(£„) where 
Ea(z) = exp(—maz). 

A de Branges space H(E) is an RKHS with inner product 

{f>gh = LmfdL 

Its reproducing kernel 

, , N B(z)A(w) - A(z)B(w) 
k(w,z) = J : _ w v ' , z,weC (14) 

7t(Z — W) 

has the property that for each/eH(E), there holds/(w) = (/, k(w,-))Efor all w e C . 

3.1. Sampling in a de Branges space TL(E) 

The existence of a sequence {tn} in C such that the corresponding sequence {k(tn, •)} 
forms an orthogonal basis for H(E) implies a sampling formula in this space. 
Namely, any function/e H(E) can be recovered from its samples {/(/«)} through the 
sampling formula 

For a proof, expand feH(E) with respect to the orthonormal basis 
{k(t„, -)/^k(t„, t„)} obtaining 

/= ?<«<.. -» £ | ^ = X » ! ^ ,nW). 
The convergence is also absolute and uniform on compact subsets of C. 

Following de Branges book [13] there exist sequences {tn} in M with the above 
property. Indeed, let cp be a phase function associated with E, i.e. a continuous 
function cp(x) of real x such that E(x)é'p<-x:i is real-valued for all x e M. [13, p. 54], and 
let a be a real number such that the function éaE(z) — e~'aE*(z) does not belong to 
H(E) (there is at most one real number a mod it, such that éaE{z) - e~iaE*(z) e H(E) 
[13, p. 54]). According to Theorem 22 in [13, p. 55], the sequence of real numbers {tn} 
satisfying cp(tn) = a mod ?r gives the orthogonal basis {k(tn, •)} for H(E). 



It is important to mention that the article [15], by Nashed and Walter, is the fírst 
reference where sampling in connection with de Branges spaces is introduced. 
Now we show that the sampling formula (15) is oí Lagrange interpolation type. 

THEOREM 3.2 There exists an entire function Q having only simple zeros at {tn} such 
that (z — tn)k(tn, z) = anQ(z) for some nonzero constants an, which allows us to write 
expansión (15) as the Lagrange-type interpolation formula 

/ « = £/<<-> < ^ t ^ y -C. 06) 

Proof Without loss oí generality we can assume that the function E is strict, 
i.e. it has no real zero. We prove that the only zeros of the function Rn := k(tn, •) are 
given by {tr}r^n. Suppose that Rn(w) = 0; since the space H(E) satisfies the ZR 
property [13, p. 52] we have that Rn(z)/(z — w) is in H(E). Henee, the functions Rn 

'tn-Rn(z) = Rn(z) + ̂ ^ R n ( z ) , z e C, 
w z — w 

Z-tn also belong to H{E). If w <£ {tr}r^n, the analytic function z^-> j^R„(z) vanishes at 
the sequence {tr} which implies that Rn = 0, to give a contradiction. In addition, 
the zeros of Rn are simple. Indeed, supposing that tm is a múltiple zero of Rn and 
proceeding as above, we get that the function z<-> j^-Rn(z) belongs to H(E) and 
vanishes at {tr} which again implies that Rn = 0. 

Consequently, choose an entire function P having only simple zeros at {tn}, then 
for each n there exists an entire function An without zeros such that 
(z — tn)Rn(z) = P(z)An(z), zeC Next, we prove that there exists an entire function 
without zeros A and a sequence {an} in C \{0} such that An(z) = cr„A(z) for all z e C . 
For m^H the function z<-> f^R^z) in H(E) has its zeros at {tr}r^m. Thus the 
sampling formula (15) gives 

tn-Rn(z) = [(tm - t„)R'n(tm)] - ^ - , z e C. 
Z Lm fvytm, Lm) 

Fixing m=\, we conclude that An(z) = anA(z) where A = AX and 
an = (ti - tn)R'n{h)/k{h,h) ¿̂ 0 for « e N \ { l } and <x1 = l. Henee, taking 
g(z):= P(z)A(z), we have that k(tn,z) = ^^- for z^tn and k(tn,tn) = anQ'(tn). 
Substituting this in (15) we derive the Lagrange-type interpolation series (16). • 

3.2. Some illustrative example 

Now we connect the sampling results in a de Branges space to a boundary problem 
involving the Bessel differential equation. For v>—1/2 consider the second order 
differential Bessel equation: 

i,2 1\ 

-u" +[-^\u = zu, ze(0,l), (17) 

and the boundary condition M(0) = 0 which is satisfied by the solution 
uz(t) = */tJv(t^/z) of (17). Following [16], since MZ(1) = Jv(+Jz) and u'z(l) = 
\ Jv(*/z) + ^/zfv(^/z) the associated Weyl inner function ©v associated with the 



Weyl-Titchmarsh function m(z) = — ^41 is: 

Jv{J ^zfv(^) + (i/2-i)jv(^y { } 

Given an inner function ©, we say that a strict de Branges function E is a de Branges 
function of © if © = E*/E where E*(z) = E(zj. 

It is well known that /v(z) = zvGv(z) where Gv is an even real entire function and 
Gv(0) ^ 0. The function Fv(z) = zG'v(z) is also an even real entire function. Since 
zfv = zv(vGv + Fv), we can write (18) as 

B () = Fv(^) + (l/2 + v + i)Gv(^) 
vK ' Fv(Jz) + (1/2 + v - i)Gv(Jz)' 

The function Ev(z) = Fv(*Jz) + (1/2 + v — i)Gv(^/z) is a de Branges function of ©v. 
Note that Ev does not vanish at z = 0 and therefore it has no zeros on M. Indeed, 
Ev(r) = 0 with r e M \ {0} implies that Gv(r) = Fv(r) = 0 and, as a consequence, 
Mr) = Air) = 0-

In what follows, we assume that v= 1/2. In this case J\¡2{z) = J-^sinz; henee 

^ s+. i /9, ^ /2sinz „ ,N ^, , N flzcosz — sinz 
G1/2(z) = z-^hniz) = J , F1/2(z) = zG /2(z) = J . 

V 7T Z ' V Tt Z 

Next we deduce some sampling expansions in de Branges space H(Ei¡2). 
Assuming that Ei¡2(z) = Ai¡2(z) — iBi¡2(z), in our case, 

Ay2(z) = Fy2(Vz) + Gi/2(Vz), Byl(z) = Gy2(Vz). 

A phase function <¡) for the space H(E\j2) is given by 

rtO = - a i c t a n _ ~ ^ ' f f \ r v 

For a given real number a, the sequence {r"} should verify 

4>(ra
n) = amod7t. (19) 

Thus, for a = n/2 the points r^J1 are the zeros of the function A1/2, and for a = 0 
the points r® are the zeros of the function Bi¡2. For these sequences {r"} the sequence 
{k(r",z)} is an orthogonal system for H(Ei¡2). Moreover, the sequence {k(r",z)} is an 
orthogonal basis for H(Ei¡2) if and only if the function elaE(z) — e~laE*(z) does not 
belong to H(E\j2) [13]. This oceurs for ae {0,TT/2}. 

For a = 0 we have that éaEy2(z) - Q-{aE\/2(z) = Ey2(z) - E\/2(z) = 2\By2(z) 
so we need to check that Bi¡2^.H(Ei¡2). To this end, we check that the function 
B1/2/E1/2 does not belong to C2(M). For xelR, one gets 

BV2(x) 2 _ B\/2(x) _ sin2(V^ 

E\/2(x) A2
/2(x) + B\/2(x) x cos2(Vx) + sin2(Vx) 

C\U). 

Having in mind that the points {r°} are the zeros of the function 
BV2(z) = Gy2(^z), that is, r\ = {mtf with n= 1,2,... ,for each feH(E1/2) the 



following sampling formula holds: 

/(--) = E / ^ ' J g é r - c (20) 
Having in mind (14) we have 

k(n2it2,z) _ 2 ( - \fn2Tt2 sin(Vz) 
k(n27t2, n27t2) (z — n2jt2)^/z 

The sampling expansión (20) can be written as the Lagrange-type interpolation series 

/(z) = Y7(»V) 7 Q®——, zeC, 
~ i (z - n27t2)Q'(n27t2) 

where Q(z) = sin^/z/^/z for z e C . 
For a = n/2 the points of the sequence {r1^2} are the zeros of the function Ai¡2, 

that is, they are the solutions of 

A1/2(z) = F1/2(Vz) + Gi/2(Vz) = J-cos(Vz) = 0. 

Henee, r^J2 = (2ra — l)2^- with « = 1 , 2 , In this case, the function 
ek£ ,i/2(z) - e-'laE¡/2(z) equals i(£i/2(z) + £í/2(z)) = 2L4i/2(z). As before, 
A1/2 ^ H(Ei¡2) because the function Ai¡2/Ei¡2 does not belong to £2(1K). Indeed, 

¿l/2(*) 
E\/2(x) 

2 A\¡2{?¿) xcos2(Vx) 
£ £}{W). 

A\¡2(x) + B\¡2(x) x cos2(Vx) + sin2(Vx) 

Thus, any function fe H(Ei¡2) can be expanded as 

~ . , . k((^)2jr2,z) 

= Yf([(2n - 1)TT]2/4) j ^ - =—, z e C, 
¿ í U ' (* " [(2« - l)7r]2/4)e'([(2» - l);r]2/4) 

where Q(z) = eos*Jz for z e C . 
Any de Branges space H(E) can be seen as a H ^ space (see Corollary 3.8 below) 

where Kis an analytic Kramer kernel. But this kernel Kis not unique. For instance, 
for the space H(Ei¡2) above consider the kernel K defined by 

[K(z)](t) = J ^ S - ^ , te[0MzeC. 

For any z e C the function K(z) belongs to £2[0,1] and the map 
C s z ^ K(z)e£2[0,1] is analytic. Moreover, the anti-linear map 

£2[0,1] -* H(E1/2), / - > í [K(z)](t)fJT)át 
Jo 



is an isometric map [16]. The challenging problem is to determine when a TiK space is 
equal isometrically to a de Branges space. 

3.3. A new charactenzation ofde Branges spaces 

Consider Ti an RKHS of entire functions on C with reproducing kernel k. In this 
section we give a new characterization for Ti being a de Branges space. To this end, 
we use the following classical characterization of a de Branges space which can be 
found in [13, p. 57]: 

THEOREM 3.3 A Hilbert space Ti of entire functions is equal isometrically to some 
de Branges space Ti(E) if and only if the following conditions hold. 

Bl. Whenever fe Ti and a> is a nonreal zero off, the function 

&):= — /& 
z — ü) 

belongs to Tí and \\g\\ = \\f\\. 
B2. For each a> £ M. the linear mapping Ti 3f—^f{co) e C is continuous. 
B3. The function f* define d as in (13) belongs to the space, and \\f*\\ = \\f\\. 

Now, suppose Tí is a Hilbert space of entire functions on C and k is its 
reproducing kernel. The following is a rather minor variation of Theorem B in [17] as 
well as of the reproducing Hilbert space test identified as (rf) in [18]. 

LEMMA 3.4 Suppose that £2 is a set ofuniqueness ofTL. A complex functionf is in Ti if 
and only if there exist C > 0 such that 

N 2 N 

\J2^f(zd <C2J2x¿jk(zi,Zj), z0,...,zNe£2, X0,...XNeC. (21) 
¡'=0 i,j=0 

A couple of words for the proof: Due to (21), the map 

N N 

á>: J>/(z;) ^ J>£z¡ 
¡'=0 i=0 

defines a bounded linear functional on the closure of {kz: z e £2}; extend it by putting 
0 on the orthogonal complement of its (temporarily) domain. Consequently, by the 
Riesz representation theorem there is £ m Tí, which, by the reproducing kernel 
property, agrees w i t h / o n £2. Therefore/coincides w i t h / 

For me C denote by TLm all the functions/in Tí such that/(&>) = 0. Furthermore, 
define f o r / e Tio:, the function fm by/ffl := (z — 7o)(z — a>yxf(z) 

THEOREM 3.5 Ti is a de Branges space if and only if it is isometrically imbedded into 
C (JJL) wit¡ 
condition: 
C (¡S) with some positive measure on M and satisfies the following approximation 

For any a>eC ,fe Tia and any finite subset C c C there is a sequence 

{Vc,n)n C Ti such that (pc>n(z) —>• fa(z), zeC, and the norms 

\\(Pc,n\\c2(ii)<M with M depending on f exclusively, (22) 

and Ti is symmetric with respect to the involution f—*f*. 



Proof Prove fírst that if/ belongs to some Ha,, then the function/a belongs to H 
and H/JI = | |/ | | . For the latter note that 

S \fa (z)lV(dz) / \(Z-ú)(z-co)-lf (z)\2n(dz) /"i/O )lV(dz) (23) 

because |(z — ¿o)\ = \(z — co)\ as long as z is real. This means in particular tha t /a is 
in £2(¡i). 

Suppose now that / belongs to some Ha,- Choose a fínite set (z¡)f=0 such that 
C := (z¡)f=0 C Q := C \ {&>} and (^¡)f=0 C C. Let (<pc,n)n be the sequence appearing 
in (22). Fix e > 0 such that | ̂ 2f=0h(fa,(zi) — <Pc,n(zi))\ < e for « suffíciently large 
(C is fínite). 

Using the reproducing kernel property on the way we can write 

X! xiMzd 
!=0 

^ k<PC,n(Zd 
!=0 

^ A , ¡ f c M 

*PC,n fe-)) 

^ A ; £ z ¡ 

í 

e = M ( X *Mfe> zy)) + e 

e < ll</>C,«IU £V) 
£V) 

Removing e we come to (21). Because £2 is a set of uniqueness for H, Lemma 3.4 
applies to conclude that /a is in H as well. 

The i n v o l u t i o n / ^ / * is an isometry in £2(/x). Because the i n v o l u t i o n / ^ / * is 
symmetric the second condition needed is satisfied as well. The converse implication 
required in the theorem is transparent. • 

As a consequence of Theorem 3.5 we give the following example. 

3.3.1. A supporting example 

Suppose that (/?«)^o l& a s e 1 u e n c e °f r e a l polynomials orthonormal with respect to 
an indeterminate measure ¡x. Then [19, Theorem 10.33], 

K(z, w) := y^jpn{z)pn{w), z, w e C, 

«=o 

is well defíned. For Kp¡(z, w) := ^2n=oPn(z)pn(w) to be a fínite truncation of the kernel 
K we have 

/ KN(z, t)KN(w, t)¡i(dt) = ^ pm(z)p„(w) / pm(t)p„(t)¡i(dt) 
JM. m,n=0 J® 

N 

= ^2lPn(z)Pn(w) = KN(Z, W). 

n=0 



Therefore (cf. [20, Theorem 1.38, p. 28]), we have 

/ K(z, t)K(w, t)ii(dt) = lim / KN(z, t)KN(w, t)¡i(át) = K(z, w) 

= (K(-,w),K(;Z)) 

and, consequently, the Hilbert space H corresponding to the kernel is isometrically 
imbedded in £2(¡i). 

Because the polynomials pn are oí real coefficients, H is symmetric with respect to 
the involu t ion /^ /* . 

Because the polynomials (pn)„ form an orthonormal basis oí H (cf. Fact B in [18]) 
all the polynomials are in H. Furthermore, because Hm is closed in H (sic!), for any 
fe Hm there is a sequence (rn)n oí polynomials in Hm converging t o / i n the norm oí H 
and such that \\rn\\C2(fÁ) = \\rn\\H < 2\\f\\H, say. Therefore, (r~)n plays the role of (<pc,«)« 
in the approximation property (22) (note that C becomes irrelevant as norm 
convergence in H implies that of uniform one on compact subsets of C). Because the 
polynomials r„'s are in HOJ, according to (23), (rn)OJ's are still polynomials, of the same 
norm as that of r„'s. Now we are in a position to apply Theorem 3.5 and conclude 
with the following corollary: 

COROLLARY 3.6 The aboye constructed H is a de Branges space. 

The same refers to polynomials of the second kind [19, Theorem 10.33]. 

3.4. The spaces TLK as de Branges spaces 

In this section we are interested in the search of a sampling characterization of the 
spaces HK as de Branges spaces. Whenever the RKHS HK associated with a Kramer 
kernel K is (equal isometrically to) a de Branges space H(E) such that the entire 
function E has no real zeros, then the space HK satisfies the ZR property [13, p. 52]. 
As a consequence, the sampling formula (10) in HK can be written as a 
Lagrange-type interpolation formula. There exists a form of a converse result in 
the case that the sequence {ZnJ^j is real, and the function P is real for real z. 

THEOREM 3.7 Assume that the sampling formula (10) is an orthogonal expansión in 
l-íKand that it can be written as a Lagrange-type interpolation formula (2.5) where the 
sampling points {t^=x are real, and P is an entire function having simple zeros at 
{tnJ^L^ and satisfying P* = P. Then, the space HK is a de Branges space. 

Proof In the present case, property B2 holds because HK is a RKHS. For B3, 
consider fe HK such that f(z) = (K(z), x) for some xeH. Then, 
f(z) = {K(^z),x) =Y^L\S*n(z){x,en), where {e„}^lj denotes an orthonormal basis 
such that K(tn) = anen for all neM. From (11) we find that (x,e„) =f*(tn)/a„, neN. 
Since 

P(z) 
SJz) = an- \ \ N, neN, nVJ "(z-tn)P(tny 

P* = P and {z„}~ j c U, we obtain 



Thus we get 

00 P(z) 

™ = Er<<.>cn^¡k)- (24) 

Let y be in H such that its Fourier coeffícients with respect to the orthonormal 
basis {e„}~ j are 

(y,en) = — (x,en), ne\ 
Lln 

The function g(z) := (K{z),y) in HK satisfies g(t„) = a„{y,e„} = a„{x,e„} =f*(t„) for 
each n e N. Taking into account (24) we conclude that /* = g and, as a consequence, 
f*eHK- Moreover, 

00 00 

\\f*\\2 = 11 y\\n = J2^y>e"^2 = E i< x ' e «> i 2 = iî iiw = n/ii2-
n=\ n=\ 

Finally we prove property Bl. To this end, consider fe7i.K given by 
f(z) = (K(z),x) for some xeH, and such that f(w) = 0 where weC\M. Since 
P(w)^0, the Lagrange-type interpolation formula for/gives 

>p fjtn) = 

Therefore, 

^) = E/fa)r7_ftL,-E/fa); (z - í„)F(í„) £ f v "7 (w - tn)P'(t„) 
n=\ 

(w-z)2^/0«)-^7 
P'(z„)(z-z„)(w-z„) 

As a consequence, we obtain 

/(z) _ ^ , f(tn) P(z) 

Z-W Í^(tn-W)(z- tn)P'{tn) 

Since 

f(z) = f(z) + (W-W) ±^-

the function [(z — W)/(z — w)]f(z) belongs to HK if and only if the function 
f(z)/(z — w) belongs to HK which follows from Theorem 2.5. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5, the function geHK defined by g(z):=(K(z),y), where yeH has 
Fourier coeffícients with respect to the orthonormal basis {en}^Lx 

(y,en)=- =(x,e„), neN, 



coincides with the entire function/(z)/(z — w). Moreover, 

2 
W -m | | / + (w - w)g\\2 = \\x + (w- w)y\\2

H 

J2\(x + (w-w)y,en)\
2 = J2 

2 
t„-W 

w 
Xe„)\2 

which concludes the proof. • 

As a consequence oí Theorem 3.7, we find the following characterization oí the 
de Branges spaces as HK spaces. 

COROLLARY 3.8 A space HK is a de Branges space (that means, equal isometrically to 
some de Branges space H{E)) ifandonly ifthere exists an orthogonal sampling formula 
in Ti.Ksuch that it can be written as a Lagrange-type interpolation formula, i.e.for each 
feUK, 

where {tn}^Lx is a real sequence of sampling points and P*(z) = P(z) for all z e C. 

Proof To conclude the result we should identify the de Branges space H(E) with 
a HK space. Indeed, for any feH(E) we have 

/ f(z) = (f(w), k(z, w))E = fit) - ^ át = (K(z),f*)E, z e C 
k(z, t) 

where the Kramer analytic kernel is given by [K(z)](w) = B(w)A(^^)B(z). Note that 
the functions f* and K(z), zeC, belong to H(E). U 

3.4.1. The example in 3.3.1 revisited 

Throughout this section we follow the reference [6] and the references therein. 
Let s = {s„}n e ^j0 be an indeterminate Hamburger moment sequence and let Vs be the 
set of positive Borel measures /xonR satisfying f°° xnáji(x) = j „ , n e N 0 : = N U {0}. 
The functional C defined on the vector space C[x] of polynomials p(x) = Y^l=o Pkx>l 

by C(p) = Y!k=o PkSk = jT0Op(x)dfí(x) is independent of [i e Vs. Let {Pn}neNo be the 
corresponding orthonormal polynomials satisfying 

f 
J —r. 

Pn(x)Pm(x)d/jJ(x) = Km, for each ¡i e Vs. 

We assume that Pn is of degree n with positive leading coeffícient. The set Vs of 
solutions to an indeterminate moment problem can be parametrized with the 
one-point compactifícation VyJ{oo} of the Pick (or Herglotz) functions set V [21]. 
When the parameter is restricted to constant functions taking valúes in D?U{oo}, 
we obtain the set of N-extremal measures {¡x,} which satisfy 

f djitjx) A(z)t - C(z) 
, x - z B(z)t - D{z) ' V 



A, 

where A, B, C, D are the entire functions forming the so-called Nevanlinna matrix 
associated with the moment problem. See [21] for explicit formulas of the Nevanlinna 
matrix. It is known that, for each ze!KU{oo}, \it is the discrete measure 
Vt = Z Z 6 A , m A where 

' {zeC | B(z)t -D(z) = 0} iiteU, 
{z e C | B(z) = 0} if t = oo, 

and 

A(z)t - C(z) 
mz=—— —, forzeA,. z B'(z)t - D'(z)' ' 

Recall that the zeros of the entire function B(z)t — D(z) or B(z) are real and simple, 
and they form a sequence {z'm}^=(). The N-extremal measures are characterized as 
those measures ¡ieVs for which the polynomials are dense in £2(¡i). 

On the other hand, it is known that the sequence in ¿2(N0) given by 

{PQ(Zm)\(Zmh(Zmh(Zm)> I m e N , 

is an orthogonal basis for ¿2(N0). As a consequence, [K(z)](n) = P„(z), n e NQ defines 
an analytic Kramer kernel in ¿2(N0). Moreover, the following sampling theorem in 
the corresponding HK space holds see [6]: 

THEOREM 3.9 Let \it be an N-extremal measure for an indeterminate moment 
problem and let {Pn}^L0 be the sequence of associated orthonormal polynomials. 
Assume that {^}^L0 are the zeros of B(z)t — D(z) ift e M, or the zeros ofB(z) ift = oo. 
Then, any function F(z) = YlnLo cnPn{z) where {cn}^í0 e£2(No) can be recovered from 
its samples {F(zt

m)}'^=0 through the Lagrange-type interpolatory series 

m = ±F(z^ f^ t (26) 
m=0 w A ^ m A ^ ¿m) 

where 

B(z)t -D(z) ifteU 
Gt(z) •• 

J \B(z) ift = oo. 
The series (26) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets ofC 

As a consequence of Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.8 we deduce that the space 
UK •= {/OO = l X o a « p « 0 0 > z e C w h e r e HKÜo e ^ 2 (^o)} , is a de Branges space. 

Another good candidate to be an analytic Kramer kernel is [K(z)](n) = Q„(z), 
neN, where {Qn(z)}%Li denotes the sequence of the second kind orthogonal 
polynomials associated to {P„}^L0- These polynomials are given in terms of the 
measure [it by Q„(z) = ¡Fn(¿)~_F

u
n(u) á^t(u). Any function/(z) = Y,t=\ anQn(z) can be 

recovered by means of a Lagrange-type interpolation series as in Theorem 3.9 
(see [6]); consequently, HK := \f(z) = YZLi anQÁz) where K } ~ i e£2(N)} is a 
de Branges space. 
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Notes 

1. Details are given in the next section. 
2. This kind of construction has been appearing for a long time in many diverse 

circumstances, an extensive assortment of instances can be found in the monograph 
[22]; for a general setup refer [18]. 
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